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Abstract. Virtual Environments (VE) are mainly visual experiments
that exclude visually impaired people. In this paper we present an appli-
cation that should allow almost everybody to “see” or at least to perceive
3D shapes. We will first describe the mandatory aspects of such an appli-
cation, the tests we made and finally conclude by the results we obtained
with geometrically basic shapes that are very promising.

1 Introduction

Access to digital content, e.g. the World Wide Web, is mainly based on the visual
modality. Since 1997, through the WAI1 program, the W3C aims to render the
Web content accessible by everyone: this means that visually impaired people
do not have to be excluded. Authors in [16][7] presented some works which aim
to solve these accessiblity issues. Therefore P. Roth et al. showed in [11] that
several problems still remain. As stated by Ardito et al. in [3], this accessibility
aspect is especially crucial for e-learning applications.

In this paper, we will focus on the access to digital 3D shapes by visually
impaired people (VIP) in the learning context. Because of the importance of the
visual / geometric reasoning in the learning procedure[9][1], it is quite difficult
to convey this type of information to the VIP and they have not to be born blind
because they need to recognize basic 2D geometrical shapes. Audio haptics and
touch efficiency have already been applied in [6] for similar situations with blind
people with promising results. This is why we decided here to experiment the
trans-modality mechanisms. In order to validate this concept, we have developed
an application giving the possibility to visually impaired people to understand
3D shapes stored in digital libraries on the Web with the help of audio haptic
feedback. To ensure a large dissemination, our system has to remain low-cost[2].
For that, we have developed an application based on hand-held devices (e.g. a
PDA which is common to use and quite cheap) with Internet connection. This
will allow users to perceive the contour of the 2D views of the 3D shapes and
their volume by tonality variations.

The first section will present a brief overview of the current projects and
research targetting the accessibility and the visualization based on audio, tactile

1 http://www.w3.org/WAI
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and force-feedback haptics for the content of digital libraries. The second one will
present then our transmodal rendering tool allowing VIP to understand digital
3D contents. We will conclude with a description of the tests we performed to
fairly evaluate our application. Finally the results we obtained and the possible
improvements will be discussed.

2 Related work

The perception of 3D shapes is crucial in Education [4]. Didactic material be-
comes more and more digitalized. Authors in [11] show that the access to digital
content is difficult or even not suitable for disabled or visually impaired people.
Therefore, several research works have been performed to solve this issue with
the help of haptic feedback created on the remaining available senses. These
works could be categorized into three groups: haptic force feedback, tactile and
audio haptics.

If the visual modality is not available, the authors in [13] affirm that the
haptic force feedback is the best to perceive 3D shapes, except for the explo-
ration of sharp edges and corners because of the loss of contact with the shape.
As presented in [10], it would be useful to couple force feedback with another
modality in order to obtain acceptable results. We can then conclude that haptic
force feedback allows to perceive only a certain kind of 3D shapes with rounded,
smooth edges. However, force feedback devices are invasive, expensive and re-
strain the workspace to a very limited area and this is in contradiction with our
requirements for large public Education.

Since haptic force feedback remains too expensive, invasive and would prevent
from a large dissemination, some authors explored other aspects of the sense of
touch: tactile haptics, which is powerful to render fine touch. Concerning the
research made in this domain, we could mention tactile displays which, according
to the authors in [18], allow a good size differenciation of surface shapes (e.g.
the NIST2 Braille Reader). These particular screens also seem to be a very good
solution for web surfing or mail checking while the size of the page to render is
small enough[14]. We assume then that the surfaces can easily be covered by the
user with tactile haptics, but it seems difficult to represent a volume or even to
give enough depth information on the shape. Based on this, we can conclude that
haptic tactile seems to be perfect to cover a surface and give texture information,
but it does not provide volume information. Moreover, due to the non-portability
of haptic tactile devices – because of their weight, their need to be linked to a
computer and the impossibility to make them work efficiently with batteries –,
a large dissemination of our system would be compromised.

Due to its workspace limitations, its invasiveness and its price, haptic force
feedback does not seem to correspond to our requirements: a mobile, low-cost
and efficient system allowing a large dissemination. Tactile haptics would be
interesting for surface covering but it needs a particular hardware which is not

2 http://www.nist.gov
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easily portable. Researchers have then looked for another modality: haptic audio.
Concerning the perception of the environment, we can mention obstacle avoid-
ance applications [5] and 3D audio systems [8] built for a better geographical
location of the subject in the world. Furthermore, the authors in [12] gave the
possibility to move and build in the shapes for a better environment recognition.
The results obtained in this last research would be easily applicable to represent
a virtual world and then recognition of virtual shapes within the framework of
visually impaired people Education. Nevertheless the main problem with the
audio haptics resides in the user interaction with the environment, e.g. to know
where obstacles are. If we consider that the user hands indicate the position and
direction the user wants to point to their location and orientation depending
on the virtual world needs to be known, which is very difficult to obtain with
enough accuracy and needs a strong user training. We can then conclude that
the haptic audio is powerful to render volume information, but its main problem
resides on the surface covering which is almost impossible.

According to these previous works, to combine modalities[17] and especially
audio feedback and tactile feedback seems the most promising[15]. Moreover, as
we want a low-cost system for a large dissemination, the smartphone or the PDA
seems the best device to develop our system because it provides a tactile screen
to cover the shape and loudspeakers to render the volume information. The next
section will present the tool we have developed to allow VIP to perceive digital
3D shapes.

3 Tools for 3D shapes description

According to the results shown in the previous section, we present hereinafter
our multi-modal application that allows visually impaired people to discover and
represent themselves 3D shapes stored on the WEB. They only need a hand-held
device with a Wi-Fi connection (Fig. 1 on the left). We will first present the data
extraction and preparation from the 3D shape and then their rendering for the
user shape perception, the tests we made and their results.

Fig. 1. On the right: Easy acquisition of the data; on the left: Camera settings for the
snapshots
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3.1 Semantic extraction of the data

Semantic extraction of useful data from the 3D shape to allow a multi-modal
rendering for visually impaired people is performed on the server before any
user connection (PDA or smartphone). For this, we first load the shape in a
simple 3D OpenGL-based viewer in order to take snapshots and other interesting
information like the associated depth buffer.

Concerning the points of view (or camera settings) for the snapshots we
currently take six snapshots every 90 degrees (corresponding to the six faces of
a bounding box), as you can see on the right of the Figure 1. The user performs
a mental reconstruction after he/she has explored every six faces in order to
re-build the volume.

Notice that as VIP are not necessarily blind, we apply some operations on the
snapshots with the help of the associated depth buffer to increase the contrast.
The obtained picture we present hereinafter could help these non-blind VIP to
approximate the shape. Concerning the contrast, in order to detect if a pixel is
in the contour of the shape or in the form, we check its corresponding value in
the associated depth buffer. If the value shows that the pixel is outside of the
shape, it becomes black to indicate it as part of the background. Otherwise, it
is considered as a pixel in the shape and becomes then white. We finally provide
six pictures of a white shape face on a black background to the VIP.

Fig. 2. Semantic data extraction

Once the pictures and associated depth buffers are stored, any user can get
them via the Internet and work in local after the download.

3.2 Semantic rendering of the data

Once the extracted data are downloaded on the smart phone, the user begins to
scan the tactile display with the PDA stylus to recognize the shape face displayed
on the full screen. In this application, due to the targetted public, the graphical
interface is almost inexistent. This sobriety allows the user to concentrate on the
shape recognition process that we describe hereinafter.

In a first step, the user understands the contour of the current face while
scanning the tactile display. A song tonality is indeed produced when the stylus
is pointing on the shape For this, we check the associated depth buffer value at
the stylus position (Fig. 3). In a second step, depending on the shape volume
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– i.e. the depth buffer values – the users will remark that the sound tonalities
change. They can then understand the convexity of the face. Once the contour
and the curvature of the face are completely discovered, the users can go to
another face with the help of the joystick buttons of the smartphone.

Fig. 3. Continuous tonality variation depending on the shape

After having explored every face, the user should be able to recognize the
current 3D shape with limited memory efforts. We will present in the next section
the tests we have performed to prove the efficiency of our application and the
results we obtained.

4 Tests to validate the application

In order to validate our previously described application, we have performed
some experiments described hereinafter. 3D shapes are provided to the testers
who use different scanning method of the display. Our efficiency criteria are
based on the shape recognition, the elapsed time and the user feeling. We have
made the assumption that every shape should be relatively quickly recognized
by the testers.

Fig. 4. User testing the application
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4.1 Presentation of the tests

To perform these experiments, we worked with ten testers from twenty to forty
years old. They are seven males and three females. We simulate the worst case
to validate our tests: we worked with non-visually impaired people with a blind-
fold. This means that, as the blind people, they cannot see the PDA (Fig. 4).
Moreover, there is an added difficulty to perform the shape recognition because
they are not used to work with only audio feedback. At each step, the forms is
randomly presented to the testers.

We tested a panel of 3D shapes which are basic geometrical shapes containing
angles, curves and plane surfaces: a sphere, a cylinder, a cube, a pyramid, a cone
a tetrahedron and a hourglass (two cones joined at their top). This panel (see
Figure 5), composed of several forms offering very different characteristics, seems
to be representative enough to validate our system for the geometrically-basic
3D shape.

Fig. 5. Panel of the seven proposed shapes for the experiments

Once the shape are donwloaded on the smartphone, the users begin to dis-
cover it by scanning the display with the stylus. According to the experiments
and some observations we made up to now, we have discovered that there seem
to be three main way to scan a display to get a form. The first solution, con-
sisting in scanning the display in a random way, is usually the less efficient.
Otherwise, the users sometimes try to find where is a part of the shape (or the
shape) and trace horizontal (or vertical) lines while they are on the shape and
discover it very quickly. But if there are two shapes on the screen, they would
miss the second one. The third method is very similar to the second except that
the testers scan the full screen to discover everything on the display. After some
tests, we assume that this last one would be the most efficient.

Fig. 6. More common way to discover a shapes by navigating on a screen

Finally, the objective criteria we use to validate the experiments for our
application are first based on the result of the experimentation (does the subject
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recognized the shape or not), the elapsed time while he/she was guessing it and
his/her feeling (how hard he/she found this experiment, intuitive or not, any
remarks). Obviously, the order of appearance of the shapes during the test are
randomly chosen. We will then present the results we obtained during these
experiments in the following section.

4.2 Results

Different results obtained for each shape are presented hereinafter. We have three
criteria of validation: two conditional depending on each other for the usability of
the application and a time-depending one for its efficiency. If the tester recognize
the shape, the first conditional criterium is full-filled. Otherwise, we propose to
him/her a panel of shapes and the second conditional criterium depends on his
ability to find the shape with this help. The last criterium concerns the time
needed by the user to recognize the shape.

As written in the previous section, during the tests, the shapes appears in a
random order. This explains why some more experimented users find faster the
name of the shape comparing to others whose the current shape was one of the
first to discover. We will now describe the experiments for each shape with a
diagram showing what the tester listened while he scanned the tactile display as
shown with the red segment for the most representative of them.

In the case of the cube, the first conditional criterium was always reached
because every tester found the shape. Concerning the efficiency criterium, the
average time taken by the users to recognize the cube is around one minute
which means that for this 3D shape, our method is quite efficient. Notice that
none of the testers had any hesitation for the recognition of the cube.

Fig. 7. Representation of the schemas and associated tonalities obtained during the
experiment of the cube

As we foresaw it, they first discovered a plane square face, a second one and
most of them already said “It is a cube!”. As you can see on the Fig. 7, there
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is no tonality while the stylus is outside of the shape – a square. Moreover, as
the cube face is parallel to the display, the tester listens to a monotone tonality
(no variation) while he/she scans the shape. On the following Figures (8, 9 and
10), we present a diagram of the provided tonalites for some proposed shapes in
order to clearly explain our method. Concerning the recognition of the sphere,
every tester full-filled the usability criterium by finding the good shape. The time
needed by the testers varied between forty-five and ninety seconds. For the case
of the regular cylinder, every tester recognized the shape between fifty and eithy
seconds without any hesitation. The square-based pyramid was a troubling shape
for half of the users because of it plane surfaces that are not “parallel” to the PDA
screen. This means that tonality variates only while scanning vertically (instead
of horizontally). Finally every user recognized the shape, spending around ninety
seconds.

The cone is a pretty complicated shape to recognize when we are not able
to see it because with the horizontal scanning, we can understand the convexity
of the face (see Fig. 8), but we also have a constant tonality variation when
we scan vertically the screen which seems to introduce lots of doubts into the
testers mind. The first criterium of usability is finally full-filled by each tester
for this shape, but the efficiency one is not very concluent: an average time of
one hundred and fifty seconds is needed by the users to recognized the shape.

Fig. 8. Representation of the schemas and associated tonalities obtained during the
experiment of the cone

The tetrahedron is in our sense one of the most confusing shapes proposed in
our tests because of no parallel face to the PDA screen (see Fig. 9. Seven of the
ten people guess and find it after three hundred seconds and two others deduct
it directly with the help of the panel of shapes. The depth information seemed
to be confusing. The conditional criteria are then not full-filled for every testers
and the time taken by the testers is quite long for a “basic”, but not so common
shape.
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Fig. 9. Representation of the schemas and associated tonalities obtained during the
experiment of the tetrahedron

For the case of the hourglass, eight testers recognize it in less than one hun-
dred seconds because of its contour (see Fig. 10). Most of the testers recognized
it without any help in less than one hundred seconds.

Fig. 10. Representation of the schemas and associated tonalities obtained during the
experiment of the hourglass

Finally, we compare the average times needed by the testers to recognize each
shape (Fig. 11) and conclude. We can notice that each shape was recognized by
almost every tester even if they are all non-blind people. This could explain why
they needed so much time to discover the shapes. Moreover, so far as we foresaw
that the tetrahedron would be the hardest-to-recognize shape, on the reverse the
hourglass was very easily and quickly understood by every tester. Our system
seems thus to be quite efficient.
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Fig. 11. Table summarizing the obtained results of the previous experiments

5 Conclusion

We can conclude that our application seems to be efficient. Based on the tests
and results obtained in this paper, we can conclude that we have built an efficient
application allowing people to understand geometrically basic 3D shapes without
or with a very reduced vision.

With the help of our application, the users can first easily understand the
contour of the pictures, corresponding to predefined views we chose and propose
them. Second of all, the concept of continuous tonality variation depending on
the height of the shape seems to be very intuitive and easy to use. Finally, the
last step, which consists in mentally assembling all the faces to re-build the
complete 3D shape, does not seems to be difficult at all for any tester. We can
then conclude our system seems to be an efficient and promising way for visually
impaired people to be able to understand 3D shapes. We will propose hereinafter
future improvements and interesting tests we would make.

Nevertheless, future works with more complex shapes (e.g. a person face, a
car or any common object) would be very interesting. It would then be very
useful to have a digital library on the Internet available for everyone containing
3D models and their 2D views we could load on our hand-held device.

Concerning the provided views of the 3D shape, we plan some collaboration
to work with a “best view” algorithm. It will provide the best positions and
angles for the cameras in order to get the most efficient snapshots for our ap-
plication. Notice that in this case, we should find a way to advise the user the
camera settings for the snapshot(instead of our views where these information
are obvious).

We plan as final improvement to make all these experiments with visually
impaired people in order to highlight the problem they would encountered with
our system and finally certify the efficiency of our application.
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